
Installation Guide

AUSMESH
Galvanised roof safety mesh
Ausmesh is a superior quality roof underlay support and fall safety mesh 
for use on a variety of commercial buildings. Ausmesh is constructed of 
high tensile galvanised wire exceeding 450MPa and when used for roofing 
becomes a permanent fixture in the building. Available with PVC coating for 
high corrosive or aesthetic applications.

Product usage
Apart from meeting the requirements of a roof safety mesh product, Ausmesh can also 
be used to support Thermakraft roof underlay products.

https://www.thermakraft.co.nz/thermakraft-products/ausmesh-safety-netting?category=roof
https://www.thermakraft.co.nz/
https://www.thermakraft.co.nz/


The recommendations contained in Thermakraft’s literature are based on good building practice, but are not an exhaustive statement of all relevant information and are subject to any conditions contained in the Warranty. 
All product dimensions and performance claims are subject to any variation caused by normal manufacturing process and tolerances. Furthermore, as the successful performance of the relevant system depends on numerous 
factors outside the control of Thermakraft (for example quality of workmanship and design), Thermakraft shall not be liable for the recommendations in that literature and the performance of the Product, including its suitability 
for any purpose or ability to satisfy the relevant provisions of the Building Code, regulations and standards. Literature subject to change without notification. Latest documentation can be found on the website. E&OE. Is
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Installation Guide

Application Method
There are strict requirements for the installation of 
safety mesh so that it meet its safety and durability 
performance. Thermakraft needs the installer to 
refer to the AS/NZ 4389:2015 for the full installation 
requirements and fixing details. Below is a brief 
overview of the installation of Ausmesh.

• Crosswire or transverse wire should face up and 
longitudinal wire should face down.

• Roof Safety Mesh shall be pulled taut to ensure only 
a natural sag between each purlin or roof member. 
This natural sag shall not be modified to create 
artificial sag.

 

Minimum 
4 full turns

150mm

150mm

Longitudinal wires passed 
through holes drilled in purlins

 

Minimum 
4 full turns

150mm

150mm

Longitudinal wires wrapped 
around steel or wood purlin

 

Minimum 
4 full turns

150mm

150mm

Longitudinal wires passed through 
40mm long x 3.5 diam. staples

Single side laps: 
• Purlins less than 1200mm - mesh to be lapped 

minimum 150mm. 

• Purlins 1200-2199mm - mesh to be lapped min 
150mm and side lap to be fastened with 2mm ring 
fastener at 900mm max centres between each 
purlin.

Width

Length

Single Lap

Single Lap

2mm fastener at 900mm Max Centres

150mm Lap
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Double side laps:
• Purlins 2200mm or greater to be side lapped min 

300mm and side lap to be fastened at max 600mm 
centres between each purlin - laps to be fastened on 
both sides of the lap.

Width

Length

2mm fastener at 600mm Max Centres

End joints in wire:

TWO transverse wires are placed together. The 
longitudinal tail wires (approx 300mm long) are tied 
around each other, one being twisted four times 
around the main portion of the same wire, the other 
longitudinal wire twisted once around the main portion 
of the same wire then four times around the two 
transverse wires.

150mm

300mm
Width

Handling and Storage
Ausmesh must be handled with care to prevent 
damage such as scratching the wires and deforming 
the roll. 

The product must be stored under cover well away 
from direct moisture, rainfall contact and sunlight (UV). 
Care should be taken not stack other materials on top 
of the product.

Min. 4 full turns

Min. 4 full turns

  2mm fastener at 900mm max centres

  2mm fastener at 600mm max centres

150mm
150mm

300mm

150mm 150mm

150mm lap

 Length

 Length

Width

Width Single Lap

Single Lap

Width

150mm

150mm 150mm
Min. 4 full turns

https://www.thermakraft.co.nz/
https://www.thermakraft.co.nz/
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